FREIGHT FORWARDING

BUYER’S CONSOLIDATION

Put it all together for enhanced control of your supply chain.
Freight Forwarding

Buyer’s Consolidation

Take advantage of Livingston’s extensive global network…and expertise.

Looking to increase efficiency and optimize your supply chain?
Let Livingston bundle all your products and orders purchased from various manufacturers from a single country or location of origin, into your own, dedicated, Full Container Load (FCL) container(s), for shipping via our global, consolidation hub network.

Leaders in vendor and inventory management

Let Livingston:

Manage all your shipments from multiple suppliers using our global network of warehouses.

Monitor your shipments, ensuring your orders match the physical cargo we collect and receive on your behalf.

Consolidate your goods, so that they’re shipped according to your specific needs.

24/7 order tracking means peace of mind
We provide real-time, end-to-end supply chain transparency, so you can check up on your cargo at any milestone you choose along its journey.

Choose our buyer’s consolidation services and you’ll benefit from:

- Reduced transportation costs
- Improved management and visibility of your supply chain.
- Dedicated quality inspection and control
- Secure transportation to your door
- Defined, flexible, transit time solutions
- Container optimization (e.g., load at consolidation hub to lower your price-per-unit)

Based on agreed volume breakpoints, Livingston will:

- Load the containers for you;
- Perform all necessary customs clearance processes; and
- Carry out any required Importer Security Filings.

Take your supply chain management to the next level.
Let Livingston’s buyer’s consolidation solution help you reduce costs and improve inventory management.

Contact Livingston today!

Have questions?
Contact your account executive.
Write to us at simplify@livingstonintl.com
or give us a call at 1-800-837-1063

www.livingstonintl.com